10 Jewelry-Making Tools for
Efficiency In Your Workspace
You’ve briefed yourself on your game plan, you’ve started
stocking your bench, and you’re gearing up for the approaching
customer tidal wave. The holiday season is on the horizon and
it’s time to prepare your workspace for the slew of jewelry
it’ll be seeing.

Here are 10 jewelry-making tools for
efficiency to help you handle the
demanding selling season ahead.

®

Leica Bench Microscope • 29-4758
With its zoom and focus knobs, this easily operable microscope
is perfect for detail work and can be adjusted to the user’s
preferences.

GRS ® Microblock
26-4219

XL

Ball

Vise

•

Made for stone setting and engraving, this vise is the perfect
size between the GRS Microblock and the GRS Standard Block.
Plus, it works well with GRS attachments and accessories.

GRS

®

GraverSmith

Pneumatic

Power

Tool • 26-4013
Ideal for jewelers on a budget, this versatile tool offers
basic work capability for stone setting and engraving at a
smaller cost than fully-featured machines — but with no
sacrifice on work quality.

NSK Micromotor Kit • 35-1237
The NSK Micromotor offers both balance and motor power for
smooth handling. The FiXpeed® system grants independent
footswitch operation for the A and B motors, bringing you
unprecedented versatility.

Jeweler‘s Workbench • 13-0750
Made of sturdy composite multilayer material and featuring ten
drawers for maximum storage, this workbench is a jeweler’s
best friend. It will surely prepare you for the busy holiday
season ahead.

Coherent ® -Rofin Starweld
Laser • 14-0135

Desktop

Life is better with laser welders, and this one is perfect for
small shops needing big power. You can do it all: last-minute
holiday repairs, work near heat-sensitive stones, and boost
your efficiency by 50%.

Asiga® Max™ X 3D Printer • 24-1192
Top performance, reliability, and 18 resins printed each hour
— this 3D printer exceeds the needs of jewelers and casting
houses. Meet your holiday demand with an Asiga®.

Elmasteam Basic Steamer • 15-2050
This powerful steamer uses a combination of pressure, speed,
and temperature to clean hard-to-reach crevices — on both
jewelry and complicated tools like burs and drills.

Arbe
Variable
Speed
Tumbler • 47-4153

Magnetic

This magnetic tumbler has a small footprint but does big
things: it delivers a high-polish finish and cuts down your
time on hand finishing. Your holiday work will sparkle and
shine nonstop.

Legor Plating Unit • 45-4092
Maximize your plating productivity with the six one-liter
tanks of this unit. This system supports plating from start to
finish, making it a great plating time saver during the
holiday crunch.

Which jewelry-making tools for efficiency help enhance your
workspace? Let us know in the comments below!

